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O. Introduetion 

ON P.COMPACT ORDERED SPACES 

By Y.S.Park 

In [1) , the concepts of l-compact, R-compact ordered spaces are introduced 

and they showed that the categories of l-compact and R-compact ordered spaces 

are epireflective in the category of completely regular ordered topological spaces. 

In this note, using the concept of a P-compact ordered space (see [2)) and intro
ducing the concept of a P-completely regular ordered space, we show that the 

category PCOS of P-compact ordered spaces is epireflective in the category PCROS 

of P-completely regular ordered spaces, which generalize the above mentioned 
result in [1). 

For general categorical background and terminology we refer to [5) and for 

partially ordered topological spaces to [6, 7) 

1. P-eompletely regular ordered spaees 

By a partially ordered topological space (X, 드， 't') we mean a set X endowed 

with both a partial order 드 and a topology 7:. Let (X, 드， 상 be a partially ordered 
topological space. Then the partial order 르 is called continuous provided that 

whenever x촉y in X , there are open sets U and V, xεU and yεV， such that if 

μεU and vεV， then u총v. 

Let POTS be the category of partially ordered topological spaces and continuous 

increasing maps, and let HOTS be the category of partially ordered topological 

spaces with continuous orders and continuous increasing maps. It is known [4) 

that POTS, HOTS are complete. 

DEFINITION 1.1. Let P be an object of POTS. An object X of POTS is called 

P-completely regular ordered if X is iseomorphic with a subspace of a power of 

P. 
The category of P-completely regular ordered spaces and continuous increasing 

maps will be denoted by PCROS. We note that PCROS is a hereditary, productive 

category. 

THEOREM 1. 2. PCROS z's an ePireflective subcategory of POTS. 
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PROOF. Given XεPOTS， let C1 (X, P) denote the family of continuous increas-

ing maps from X into P. Define φ :X• p/c,(X.P)/ by ψ(x) (f) =f(x) for each 

fEC1 (X, P) and each xεX， where I C 1 (X, P) I denotes the cardinal number of 

C1 (X , P). Then φ is a continuous increasing map. Then ψ(X) is a P-completely reg

ular ordered space with the relative topology and the inducej order from p/C， (X.P) μ 

that is, ψ(X)εPCROS. Now, we show that for any YεPCROS and for any 

POTS-morphism f:X • Y , there exists a uniqu~ PCROS -morphism J: φ(X)→Y 

such that J。ψ=f. In fact, we indentify Y with a subspace of p/ S
/, where S is a set, 

since Y is a P-completely regular ordered space. For every sE.S , let ζ=Psof， 

/ S / where ps is the S th prOJechon from P onto P. It is easy to show that there exists 

a unique continuous increasing map fs: ψ(X)→P such that fs。φ=ζ for each s드S. 

Define J : ψ(X) .p/
S

/ by J(y)= c!s(y))s든 S for each y드ψ(X). Then J is a con

tinuous increasing map from φ(X) into Y. Moreover, the uniqueness of J is imme

diate from the surjectivity of ψ· 

REMARK. We note that if PεHOTS， then PCROS is an epirefIective subcate

gory of HOTS. Let I(R) denote the unit interval (the real line) endowed with 

the usual topology and the usual order. Taking P=I(or R) , CrORR is an epire

fIective subcategory of POTS which generalizes a result in [1] , where CrORR is 

the category of completely regular ordered spaces and continuous increasing maps. 

The proof of the foIIowing proposition is similar to the case of topological spaces 
and we w iII omit it. 

PROPOSITION 1. 3 Let X be an object of POTS. Then X is P-comPletely regular 

ordered if and only if the following conditions hold. 

(1). For every x, y in X with x촉y， there eústs a continuous 낌creasing map 

f:X-,P such that f(x)촉f(y). 

(2). For every closed subset A of X and eνery point xEX A , there exists a 

ψositive integer n and a continuous increasing map f:X • P ’, with f(x) $. f(A) , 

μ，here f(A) denotes the closure f(A) in Pη. 

2. P-compact ordered spaces 

DEFINITION 2.1 ([2]). Let P be an object of POTS.:An object X of POTS is 

caIIed P-compact ordered if X is iseomorphic with a cIosed subspace of a power of P. 

The category of P-compact ordered spaces and continuous increasing maps will 
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be denoted by PCOS. We note that PCOS is a c10sed hereditary, productive 
category. 

THEOREM 2.2. Let P be an object of HOTS. Then PCOS is an eþirκflective 

subcategory of PCROS. 

PROOF. For given XεPCROS， the map (J: X • pIClCX. P) I defined by (J(x) 

=(f(X))fEC ,CX.P) is clearly an iseomorphism of X into pIClCX.P)I. Let βopX= 

(J(X) and let (J(X) have the relative topology and the induced order from p!C,CX.P)I. 

By the same arguments as those in Theorein .1. 2, there exists a unique continuous 

increasing map !: ßopX• P such that !IX=f for every flεC1(X， P). Let Ybe 

any ob.iect of PCOS and let g:X• Y be any continuous increasing map. \Ve show 

that there exists a unique continuous increasing map h: ßop X • Y such tha t h I X 

=g. In fact. since Y is an P-compact ordered space. Y is iseomorphic to a c10sed 

subspace of n {P a: αErJ， where P a=P for every αεr. For each αth projection 

map Þα. put gα =Þaog. Then gα is a continuous increasing map from X into 

P. and hence there exists a unique continuous increasing map 강a: ßopX-• P such 

that 강α IX=ga' Now, define h: βop X-→np a by h(x)(강α) =강α(X) for each Xε 

β'op X and for each 흥a' αεr. Then h is a continuous increasing map. If XεX. 

then 강a(X) =ga(x) =þα。g(X). Hence h(x) = g(x) for a l1 XεX. Finally. since X 

is dense in ßop X. h(X) is dense in h(ßopX). But, Y is closed in n Pα. and 

hence h(X)CY. It follows that h(βop X)cY. Therefore, h is the required exten

sion of g. 

REMARKS 1. Let P be an object of HOTS. Then we obtain that PCOS is 

an epireflective subcategory of HOTS. 

2. We observe that if Y is a P-compact ordered space containg X densely and 

inducing the order of X. where PεHOTS. such that every continuous increasin:s 

map f: X-• P has a continuous increasing extension to Y. then Y is iseomorphi: 

with βop X. We call βop X in the above theorem the P-ordered compactificatio:1 

of X. 

COROLLARY 2.3 ([1]). Let !cOT a1'ld RcOT be the categories 01 !-conzþact 

ordered a1'ld R-conzþact ordered sþaces μnïh contz'nχozts z·%CYeαsz"1zg nzaþs. resþectivel y. 

Then !cOT and RcOT are both epz"reflectz've subcategories 01 CrORR. 

PROOF. Taking P=!(orR). PCOS=!cOT(or RcOT) and PCROS=CrORR. Hence 
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the proof follows immediately. 

COROLLARY 2.4. Let P be a object 01 HOTS, and !et X be an P-comPletely 

regular ordered space. Then X t's P-compact ordered tf and 0η!y tf X=ßopX. 

Kyungpoo1‘ University 
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